Manutechnik
Maintenance, technical and engineering
In Manutechnik we are specialized in designing,
manufacturing and installing:
- Overhead and Floor conveyors with single rail
system or twin rail system, for light or heavy loads.
- Conveyor for metal strip rubber P.V.C.
- Roller conveyors.
- Vertical lifts to download selective
- Pneumatic and electric lifting platforms
- Manipulators
- Repair and maintenance of handling equipment
- Design of machinery
For more information about our services please
contact:

www.manutechnik.com

Phone: +34 936 975 250
Fax:+34 936 992 901
E-mail:manutechnik@manutechnik.com
Pol.Ind.Rubísud.Av. Gaudí,295
08191 - RUBÍ (BARCELONA)

Overhead Conveyors
Conveyors are made with high reliability and durability, their maintenance is minimal.
We have different models depending on the parts to be transported. Our conveyors are able to carry both light
small pieces and weight large pieces.

• Overhead conveyors single rail
It allows continuous or step by step
transport; all pieces carry the same speed.

• Overhead conveyors power and free
It allows full control of the piece at all
times, it adds stoppages, detours, advancers,
spinning... and endless possibilities.

Floor Conveyors

The floor conveyors manufactured in Manutechnik have high prestige in the world, thanks to its
compact design and high stability these conveyors are ideal for driving on small spaces, such as
interiors of spray booths, ovens, assembly lines, and so on.
These conveyors can incorporate the power and free
mechanism, which allows us to have total control of the
feed of the workpiece.

You can add stoppages, progress,
spinning pieces, positioners.
Depending on the needs of the
installation
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Skid conveyors
This type of conveyor allows the handling of heavy and bulky parts.

Continuous handling
We have a great variety of belt conveyors, pallet, scales, chain, rollers and more.
We adapt our products to the needs of each client. Just as material lifts or passengers’ lifts.

Special designs
Our designs meet our customer
needs.
We always ensure high reliability and
durability in all designs.
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